Titles for Exploring

Summer Storms
……………………….
Picture Books
Thunder Cake
Patricia Polacco
Ages 4+
Young Patricia spends the summer on her babushka’s farm in Michigan,
thunderstorms from hot, heavy summer air scare her quite a bit. Her
babushka teaches her to make a thunder cake, which can only be made
during storms - and has the added bonus of teaching the bakers to
have no fear.

Flood
Mary Calhoun & Erick Ingraham
Ages 7+
Young Sarajean lives on the banks of the mighty Mississippi, which swells
a$er months of summer rain. She doesn’t believe, at first, that the river
would ever do anything to hurt her. When her family evacuates and the
floodwaters spill over the levees, Sarajean learns to respect the river’s
power and finds the strength to start over again.

The Storm Book
Charlotte Zolotow & Margaret Bloy Graham
Ages 5+
It’s one of those hot, dry, crispy summer days when it feels like the earth is
baking in an oven - until a thunderstorm begins to form in the distance.
Thunder, lightning, cool air, and finally raindrops make their way across the
landscape, cooling and dampening playing children, farmers, fishermen,
citygoers, and everyone and everything in between. Lots of onomatopoeia
and descriptive language bring the storm to life!

Hurricane
David Weisner
Ages 5+
David and George experience their first hurricane, which
they say looks a lot like a green blizzard. During the storm,
their power goes out and a very large tree falls in their
neighbors’ yard. The tree quickly becomes a favorite place
to play, making them heartbroken when it is cut up and
moved away. Now, with every storm, the boys hope for
another tree to fall - this time, in their yard.

Hide and Seek
Fog
Alvin Tresselt & Roger Duvoisin
Ages 5+
The thickest fog anybody has seen in years rolls into town in the
middle of summer, sending beachgoers back to their cottages,
fishermen back to shore, and sailors towards the bay. For days,
laundry won’t dry, boats stay in the harbor, and vacationers lounge
indoors - all because of the moist, heavy air. Finally, the fog breaks,
and the coast comes to life again in the beautiful sunshine.

Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs
Judi & Ron Barrett
All ages
The village of Chewandswallow has always had unusual
weather - pea soup rain, hot dog hail, and of course, clouds
that hint at falling meatball. When the falling food
suddenly becomes dangerously large, the people have no
choice but to use the massively proportioned provisions to
help them find a new place to live. Delightfully (and
deliciously!) silly.

Graphic Novel

Drowned City
Dan Brown
Ages 12+
This graphic novel tells the truth about Hurricane Katrina - the whole truth,
including what wasn’t mentioned much in the media. It is a tale of fear,
flooding, and inhumane treatment; it is also a tale of American politics and
priorities. Not only is it an important read because of the magnitude of the
event, but because of what the country’s response to Hurricane Katrina says
about us as a society.

Chapter Books

Rain Reign
Ann M. Martin
Ages 9+
Rose has an obsession with words - homonyms, specifically. She has lots of
other quirks, too, making life with her single parent father fairly diﬃcult.
When he brings home a dog out of the blue, Rose is overjoyed to have a
new friend. The dog, who she names Rain, quickly becomes her best friend.
But when a big storm comes, Rain is lost - and Rose has to help her find her
way back home, an adventure that doesn’t end where Rose expects it to.

Saint Louis Armstrong Beach
Brenda Woods
Ages 9+
Saint Louis Armstrong Beach loves New Orleans, and feels like the king of
his domain. He knows his neighborhood well, busks in the French Quarter
and knows exactly where to find the most generous tourists, and he has even
made the neighborhood dog, Shadow, into his own sort-of pet. When
Hurricane Katrina comes, Saint’s family is forced to evacuate - but where is
Shadow? Saint’s love and dedication to his dog brings new challenges in the
face of the storm.

The Voyage of the Frog
Gary Paulsen
Ages 9+
David has just inherited the sailboat Frog from his uncle Owen, who died
rapidly of cancer. When David visits the boat without Owen for the first
time, it is to fulfill his final wish - to spread his ashes into the sea from
the boat. David plans to spend the night in the boat at the marina, but
the evening is a little too perfect not to sail, and before he knows it, he’s
out on the water. An unexpected storm forces him further out to sea,
and thus begins the voyage of the Frog - a surprising, challenging, and
transformative adventure.
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